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chamber B (gas flow and checker wot'k pius vol-
ume of walls); combustion chambel internal vol-
ume; furnace superstructure (crown plus walls of
the combustion chamber): glass nelt volume:
batch melting stage; and batch heating stage.

The regenerative chambers wele simulated as a
one-dimensional, vertical equivaient system.
Energy and mixture fraction convectiveidiffusive
transport equations were solved. The heat trans-
fer rate between the gas flo*' and br"ick volume,
the significant parameter in the enelgy storage
process, depends on the surface temperature ol the
brickwork which is taken fi'om temperature profile
calculations. The corresponding heat transfet' rate
was accounted for in the energy transport equa-
tions through a source/sink term considering the
radiative and convective heat transfer modes. The
gas emissivity was calculated through the grey
gases mixture procedure of Truelove l'1. The con-
vective heat transfer coefficient was caiculated
using a standard correlation {Bejan 13r1. Heat loss-
es through the regenerator walls n'ere aiso
accounted for.

In the combustion chamber, the main heat
transfer process is radiation betrveen the hot gases

and the surfaces that are involved. These surlaces
are the walls and crown, glass melt fi'ee surface.
batch top surlace and inletioutlei sections. In the
present simulator the transfer by ladiation is
solved through the equations of Gray and N'luilerra .

The batch floating over the glass melt, in this
model, is divided into two stages, heating and melt-
ing, The energy absorbed in each stage is controlled
by the size of the batch surface. Modifications of
ihe equilibrium size (due to changes in operating
conditions) have a finite eflect on the dynamic
behaviour ol ihe furnace. In the plesent simuia-
tion, these phenomena are handled using a single
melting transition temperature which is assumed to
be attained at the end ofheating stage.

The heat translerred fiom t'he conbustion

chamber is not only absolbed by the batch but il
also keeps the melt at a high temperature (suit-
able for homogenisation of the melt and for the
refining processes), balancing heat losses through
the walls and the heat content of the molten glass
leaving the furnace. Heat transfer into the glass
melt is predominantly by radiation. The tempera-
tule of the surface of the glass melt controls ihe
total heat energy transferred into the glass. Since
the glass medium is 'diffuse' the penetration effect
of the heat transfer by radiation should not be
neglected. In the present modelling procedure,
this aspect was considered by solving the tempera-
ture profile between the surface and the mass
glass volume which was assumed to be at the
nean glass temperature.

For each component referred to above, unsteady
heat and mass balances are solved. For the solid
elements the unsteady temperature profile is
solved in the main heat transfer direction. The
resulting surface temperatures are used to calcu-
late heat transfer between the solid elements and
the gas volumes for which it is assumed ihat the
components are well mixed.

Applicotion dnd results
The model was applied to a glass container fur'-
nace installed at Barbosa Almeida in Portugal.
Typical values, which describe the esseniial fea-
iures and the operation patiern of the regenera-
live furnace, are as follorvs: Fuel flow rate -

0.18kg/sec; air-fuel ratio - 17kg"i$gi,"r; batch feed
rate - 90 tonnes/day; regenerator height - 12.65m
chamber (internal volume - 96m3), glass tank vol-
ume - 48n1. The setpoint lor the furnace crorvn
temperature is 1873K. The regenerator switching
period, current, is 40min.

Forecasts for the furnace dynamic behaviours.
which wele obtained for regular operating condi-
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Glass furnace efficiency and
operational flexibility is often limited
by the difficulties that can adse in
handling the transient characteristics
of the system. Knowledge of the
dynamic heat and mass transfer
process in such industrial equipment
is required for improvement of
furnace design and operation which,
mainly, is still based on heuristic
assumptions trl.

In this paper a model incorporating the
unstable heat and mass baiance equations

for each component of the furnace is presented'
0ne-dimensional unsteady transport equations at'e
solved for the energy and mixture fraction along
the direction of the flow inside the regenerator.
The model has been applied to a medium-size
regenerative glass melting furnace. Comparisons
between modelling results and measurements in a

furnace under regular operating conditions show a
good agreement between predicted and measured
values. Tests for the furnace dynamic response
were carried out. A study ofthe parameters influ-
encing ihe switching time in relation to regenera-
tor effrciency also is presented and optimal period
for the legenerative cycle is proposed.

in high temperature furnaces combustion air
preheating is a primary option in order to save
energy and reduce the formation of C0, and S0r.
in a regenerative furnace the optimisation of the
design of the regenerative device and its operation
is therefore a priority.

High computational power requirements limit
the appiication of full ttrree-dimensional modelling
for dynamic predictions of complex systems such as

furnaces or boilers and their associated equipment.
As an alternative, an unsteady zero one-dimension-
al dedrcated modelling procedure is proposed.

Physicolly -b ased dy nomic modelling
Due to the interaction between the dynamic
behaviour of the components, a time-dependent
calculation of the heat and mass transfer of the
whole of the furnace system can only be achieved
by considering the interactions between all sub-
systems. The present simulator assumed the divi-
sion of the furnace into the regions shown in flg l.
They are: Regenerative chamber A; regenerative
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00 11.1 22.3 334 44.5 55.6 668 779 89
(a) Fuel flow rate (kg/sec)

1 1.1 22.3 33 4 44 5 55.6 66.6 77 I
(b) Air ilow rate (kg/sec)

0.0 11.1 22.3 33.4 44.5 55 6 66.8 77.9 89
(c) Batch tlow rate (kg/sec)

22.3 33.4 44.5 55.6 66.8
(d) Crown temperature (K)

22.3 33.4 44.5 55.6 66.8 77.9

1712

(e) Glass surface temperature (K)

11.1 22.3 33.4 44-5 55.6 66.8 77.9 89
(f) Regenerator brickwork temperature (K)

11.1 22.3 33.4 44.5 55.6 66.8 77.9 89
(g) Gas llow temperature in regenerator (K)

22.3 33.4 44.5 55.6 66.8 77.9
(h) Regeneralor brickwork temperature (K)

Fig 2. Predicled ond meosured time-dependent
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(a) fuel flow rote; (b) air flow rate [kg/sec]; (c) batch flow
rote [kg/sec]; (d) lurnace crown lemperolure [K]; (e) glass
lurnace lemperature [K]; (l) brickwork lemperoture in lhe
top end of the regenerotors [K]; (d Sos temperoture in lfie
top end of the rege neralive chamber [K]; (h) compoilson of
meosured and prediaed temperofure in the regenerolive
chombers flQ.

tions, are presented rn fig 2. In this figure several
actuators and simulated measured variable are
shown for a simulation time corresponding io
approximately two periods (of 40min) as follows:
. Actuating variables: Fuel flow rate (controlled,
in a closed loop, by the crown temperature set-
point), kg/sec fig 2a; air flow rate (regulated by a
constant air/fuel ratio), kg/sec /,9 2b); batch flow
rate (given by the imposed pu11 rate), kglsec fig 2c.
. Simulated censored variables: Crown tempera-
twe,Kfig 2d; glass surface temperalwe,Kfig 2e;
temperature at the centre-line of a brick element
in the top end of the brickwork {illing one of ihe
regenerative chambers, K fig 2f, gas temperature
in the top of the brickwork filling one of the regen-
erative chambers, K fig 29; comparison of mea-
sured and predicted temperature in the
regenerative chambers, Kfig 2h.

The furnace crown simulated and measured
temperature profiles are presented and compared
in fig 2d. In both real and simulated systems the
fuel flow rate is controlled by the crown tempera-
ture. The resulting fuel flow rate in the real and
simulated system may be compared in fig 2a. The
averaged value ofthe difference between predicted
and actual fuel setpoints is below 97c.

The amplilude of the crown temperature is

hrghel in tlie pleciictt;cl L'csLrlt. llian in the mea'
sured vahres. 'i'his diII'erence rnay be due to the
larger influence of the thermal ineltia ol lhe
lefractolies on the measured value than on the
simulated ones, mainly origrnated bl geometr'1,
uncertainties lelated with the location ol the
crown thelmocouple in the reflactoly laver.

The temperature of the surface ol the glass is
strongly relaied io the crown temperature. This
fact is apparent comparing fig 2d trith ftg 2e
However, the amplitude is lorvel in the glass melt
surface than could be expected from the glass melt
t,hermal inertia effect. The oscillating effect
caused by the regenerative cycle is clear in these
temperatures which characterise the furnace oper-
ating conditions. This is damaging for the furnace
thermal efficiency because the heat tlansfer rate
between the combustion chamber and the glass
melt surface is affected in the first palt of the
regenerative cycle. In fact, comparing fig 2d with
fig 2e, a smaller temperature difference between
the crown and the glass surface may be observed
in the first part of the regenerative half-cycie.
However, this negative effect is clearlv overcome
by the high air preheating temperatule achieved
by the regenerative system.

Very high temperatures obtained in the top end
of the regenerator can be seen in fig 2f and fig 29.
In fig 2f the temperature on the centre-line of a
brick element, for the highest level of the checker-
work, is presented. This temperature u'as calcu-
lated through the 'equivalent brick' approach
described above. In this figure the phase shift
between the temperature profile along the centre-
line and the switching period is apparent . In fig 2
g the temperature of gas flow in the top end of the
regenerator is represented. The high temperature
present in this curve corresponds to the hot hall
cvcle during which the waste gases are heating the
regenerator brickwork.

From the results of flg 2f and fig 29. it ma1' be
observed that in the hot half cycle the gas and
brick temperatures are very close when compared
with the difference between the arr and blick tem-
perature. This eflect is due to the radiative heat
transfer between the waste gas flow and the sur-
lace ol the brickwork elements. At the l'oiking
temperature of the regenerator hoi end. the radra-
tion becomes very important and clearlv predomi-
nates over the convective heat lransfer node. This
effect is only present in the waste gases florv where
the significant presence of carbon dioxide. water'
vapour and carbon deposiis allow a signilicant
transfer between the gas and the solid surfaces.

In fig 2h the temperature measured b1' a ther-
mocouple installed approximately 1m below the
brickwork hoi end is compared with numerical
predictions of the temperature in the thermocou-
ple cover. The comparison betlveen measured and
predicted values presents a maximum difference ol
11"C which is a very acceptable value considering
the difficulties associated with the modelLing of the

cornbined radialivc and convectivc heal tlansf'er'
between the temperature sensor, the gas flow and
lhe surrounding reflactory surlaces. However,
the time-dependent behaviours ol measured and
predicted value sl'row a significant dilference
which may be due to the local influence of the
walls and possible peculiarities in the geometry ol
ttre thermocouple installation.

In Table I three different regenerative cycle
periods are compared through their regeneralive
heat exchanging efficiency. The results show the
small influence of the regenerative period in the
heat exchange efficiency. This fact is due to the
strong influence of the regenerator overall ther-
mal capacity, which corresponds to a very high
time constant, when compared with the time con-
stant olthe individual brick elements. The results
shorv that the averaged regenerator heat exchange
efficiency increases when the switching period
decreases.

Conclusions
The time-dependent thermal behaviour of a glass
melting furnace has been predicted. Unsteady
heat and mass balance equations were solved for
each equipment component. Predictions of the
time-dependent profiles of the crown temperature,
regenerators temperature and glass surface tem-
perature have been presented and the modelling
results compared with measured values of the
crown temperature and regenerators. Good agree-
ment was found, in spite of the strong simplifica-
tions embodied in the model and the uncertainties
associated with some measured values.

In both model and real system, the fuel flow
rate is controlled by the crown temperature for
which a setpoint of 1873"K was stated. A time-
averaged deviation between the predicted and
measured fuel flow rate below 970 was obtained. I
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Ioble l. Regenerolive cycle period influence on lhe regenerotor heot exchonge efficiency.

Regenerative
cycle period

Time averaged regenerator
efficiency at the cycle end

Regenerator heat exchange
heat exchange efficiency

30 min 80.47, 94.170

40 min 80.0.1 94.2E,

50 min 79.7(/( 94.57,'
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